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ABSTRACT:

This paper introduces different topics about Air pollution monitoring based on IoT (internet of things). It describes
different methods used for monitoring and measuring Air pollution using different techniques. Some papers discussed Air
pollution monitoring using (Arduino uno, Raspberry or ESP8266, PIC microcontroller). All would be presented to improve
air monitoring efficiently and to clarify the tools used in each technique giving the differences between one technique and
another. Reducing air pollution is necessary for the future, and cities around the world are using technology and smart city
initiatives to take on the problem because it is considered as the major environmental risk factor for human health. Air
pollution causes heart disease, stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, lung cancer and acute lower respiratory
disease. Therefore, it is important to reduce traffic and output from factories to decrease pollution
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1. Introduction :
The Internet of Things (IoT): it is the
third revolution in digital technology after the
computer and the Internet, it is also based on the
standard and interoperable communication
protocols fueled by the leading technologies like
Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) and
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). It is based on
IFTTT (IF THIS THEN THAT) which is a free
web service for creating strings of simple
conditional statements [1]. The architecture of IoT
consists of three basic layers, the perception layer
, the network layer, and the application layer as
shown in Figure(1)[2].IoT aims to provide
advanced and effective monitoring and control
services and provide real-time data acquisition.
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Figure (1) IoT architecture [3]
Pollution is divided into three main types: air
pollution, water pollution, and soil pollution.
Air pollution refers to the release of pollutants
into the air that are detrimental to human health and
the planet as a whole, it comes from energy use
production, burning fossil fuels releases gases and
chemicals into the air.
Water pollution: is defined as adding harmful
chemicals to water. Water pollution may come
from industrial waste and runoff from mined areas
[4].
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Soil pollution is known as the existence of
toxic chemicals in the soil in high concentrations
enough to cause harm to human health and the
ecosystem [5].
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are
known as a self-configured and infrastructuredwireless networks to monitor environmental
conditions such as temperature, sound, vibration,
pressure, motion or pollutants and to pass data
cooperatively through the network to a main
position or sink where the data can be showed and
analyzed [6]. WSN is shown in Figure (2).

Figure (2) wireless sensor network
2. Literature Review
Srinivas Devarakonda and others provided
Vehicle-based mobile phone to measure accurate
real-time air quality.Two cost-effective models
have been proposed for data cultivation, one for
public transportation and the second for personal
transportation. Six air pollutants have been
measured which are: PM, ozone, carbon monoxide,
sulfur oxides, Nitrogen oxides, and lead. They
suggested a Mobile Sensor Box (MSB) that
includes a controller board with more sensors, two
terminals of the GPS receiver and a cellular modem
that will provide the power supply needed to run
the model [7].
Souvik Manna and others presented Air
pollution system with a wireless sensor network
which is considered as an effective use of IoT to
handle vehicular pollution. Pollution can be
collected on different city roads , and analyzed
using WSN, Arduino Uno, RFID and MQ sensors
to measure carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen dioxide, and methane. Taking advantage
of the Quality Index (AQI), and an algorithm will
be implemented to gather data, bring out
duplicates, filter and summarize worthless
readings in a simpler form, and develop Mobile
Discovery Net (MoDisNet) using GUSTO sensor
technology to monitor and analyze pollution in
real-time depending on traffic conditions,
emissions, ambient pollutant concentration [8].
Shailendra Singh and others used WSN for
greenhouse monitoring using YIKTIX hardware
platform including humidity and temperature with
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the use of the Central Data Acquisition Unit
(CDAU) to monitor indoor greenhouse conditions
locally or remotely [9].
Muhammad Saqib Jamil and others also
introduced WSN concept with the inclusion of the
internet of things and LTE-M objects , and
modules that are cheaper , and more efficient for
M2M devices which may be useful for
technologies for several other applications in
making the smart cities [10].
Bedoui and others used WSN, and Zigbee
under LABWIEW environment to measure
hydrogen, sulfide gas, humidity and temperature
the results show the effectiveness of this technique
in terms of detection speed and real-time response
with low-cost and low power because of using
ZigBee with WSN the system includes three steps:
first is data acquisition ,second is the wireless
transmission and finally is data processing .To
improve it stations can be replaced by a small
portable metering system that includes various gas
sensors[11].
The goal of Snehal Sirsikar and Priya
Karemore review is shedding light on some of the
techniques used to monitor air pollution and the
effectiveness of these techniques, and identifying
important research in this important field. Major
gases that directly affect human health, carbon
monoxide (CO), hydrogen sulfide, Sulfur dioxide
(SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2).
Methods used:
1- Pollution monitoring technology: air pollution
monitoring by uses of a group of GPRS sensors
over the Internet
2- Wireless sensor network for real-time
monitoring
3-Central monitoring: different sensors are
deployed in different areas and each sensor sends
the collected information to the server [12].
Tapiwa M. Chiwewe and Jeofrey Ditsela used
IoT and machine learning techniques to create
models to predict ground-level ozone levels at
specific locations as data sets spanning several
years are collected from monitoring stations, the
results obtained with prediction accuracy ranging
from fair to good [13].
Suganya, E. & Vijayashaarathi,S.
by using PIC microcontroller, WSN and Zigbee
found solutions to difficult problems by
implementing the internet / intranet on smart
vehicles monitoring system for air pollution detection
using WSN to measure NO2, humidity, temperature,
CO2 using the sensor of each type
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respectively also the electric circuit has a cloud,
wi- fi, GPRS, LCD , manet (Mobile Ad Hoc
Network) and routing algorithm. Main system
advantage is that it achieves better analysis of
mobile vehicles, it can store measured gas values
and vehicle details, and an android application
can be created to provide an alert message for
smartphones [14].

Kan Zheng and others suggested an air
quality monitoring system based on LPWA
networks which depended on (IoT) technologies
that can use emerging machine to machine
communication technology (M2M). System
benefits are that the LPWA network can
provide ranges of over 20 km, LPWA also
enables devices to work with long battery life
(more than ten years) or solar. The practical
circuit consists of: sensor, MCU, battery, the
functional components of the monitoring node
are shown below in Figure (3) [15].

Figure. ( 3) main functional components of the
monitoring node
Somansh Kumar and Ashish Jasuja used
Raspberry Pi for real - time air quality monitoring.
The system consists of MQ9 to measure CO,
MO135 to measure CO2, humidity sensor,
temperature sensor, pressure sensor DSM501A
which is a PM sensor used for particulate matter
monitoring, Arduino Uno and cloud. Raspberry pi
is considered as the main node of the system which
includes an analog to digital converter (ADC). The
data is transmitted using the raspberry Pi through
the internet to the cloud. Data stored on the cloud
can be restored at any time. System advantage is
that compatibility between accuracy and cost was
done by making a single board minicomputer
Raspberry pi with the system sensors [16].
Gualtier, G and others introduced an
integrated monitoring platform (IMP) system to
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monitor traffic flows and air pollution real - time
and it was tested by installing the sensors at the site
of the road where a one-month measurement
campaign was carried out the system consists of
many practical circuits as follow:
1- Air quality monitoring system using arduino
with CO, CO2, and NO2 sensors.
2- Traffic monitoring using camera sensors and
video analysis software to monitor vehicles
3- Data infrastructure that includes GIS engine,
web interface, data storage and management
to measure wind direction, temperature and
humidity [17].
Parmar, G and others to obtain a fast
response, low-cost, low-maintenance system to
monitor temperature, humidity and light intensity
using WSN to monitor the air quality from inside ,
and outside proposed architecture consists of three
layers the first is sensing layer uses a series of MQ
sensors. MQ7 is acarbon monoxide sensor and
MQ135 detects NH3, CO2, the second is a network
layer which used ESP8266 , and finally application
layer used Raspberry pi. For displaying data on the
website, the MEAN stack was used in [18]
Anwar AL Shamsi and others designed a
complete smart system. The system uses a smart
air pollution control service aimed at monitoring
air pollution. AL Shamsi Smart wsn gas sensor
units Microcontroller connected to XBEE (IEEE
802.15.4 Zigbee protocol) analog to digital
converter (ADC, the researcher chose a Wasp mote
microcontroller because it has a longer life
compared to the arduino it is designed for different
combinations of connections such as Zigbee and
802.15.4. Unlike the arduino, Wasp mote can
accommodate more sensors the temperature, air,
and pressure were monitored in addition to carbon
dioxide and other pollutants. The pollutants were
divided into two groups:
1-(AP I) which contains C6H5CH3, H2S,
CH3CH2OH, NH3, H2, and Air
2- (AP II), which contains C4H10, CH3CH2OH,
H2, CO , and CH4. [19].
M.F.M Firdhous and others suggested
IoT-based indoor air quality monitoring system to
track ozone concentrations near the camera, it can
send alerts when the pollution level overrides the
preset threshold value. The sensor node is designed
using an Arduino BT prototype board , and
includes an O3 semiconductor sensor, a small
amplifier, a microcontroller (ATmega328P) and a
WT11 Bluetooth module [20].
Gagan Parmar and others suggested a
system that used Low-cost air quality monitoring
nodes and semiconductor gas sensors with Wi-Fi
modules. It measures the concentrations of gases
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such as CO, CO2, SO2, and NO2. System
advantages: low - cost pollution control system,
fast response, low maintenance , and production
capacity, continuous measurements, small-sized
wireless sensor gateway node and database server
, and a web server all packed in one package [21].
Mandeep Kumar and others designed a system
to monitor five different gases using IoT. The
system detects the gas concentration and sends the
data to the Thing Speak Storage Cloud. it contains
two kinds of sensors, one is calibrated and the other
is not calibrated. The system is installed on the
wasp mote board with 3G / GPRS network. The
data is sensed then sent to the cloud storage for
future analysis
The practical circuit consists of the following:
1- Calibrate sensors, include: SO2-A4 sensor for
measuring sulfur dioxide (SO2), 4-PH3-20 Sensor
for measuring phosphine (PH3) gas, 4-H2- 1000
Sensor for hydrogen measurement
2- Non-calibrated sensors, include: MiCS-2714
Sensor for measuring nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
TGS2444 Sensor for ammonia (NH3)
3- Sensor Boards [22].
Candia and others Introduced the urban air
quality monitoring system experience relies on the
Lora WAN network that uses free environments for
hardware and software. Artichecture of the
network is deployed in a star- of-stars topology. The
researchers tested three Nova SDS011 sensors
Nova SDS021y SHINYEI PPD42 interconnected
with MiniVol TAS Air metrics the system explain
the basis of Lora Wans based on WSN with sensors
to improve early warning systems for measuring air
quality by remote sensing technology, but Since the
researcher used the low cost of the equipment, the
challenge is its strength and degredation over time,
and this requires periodic [23].
Dhruvil Shah and others used IoT technology
for air and sound pollution monitoring. They
measured the intensity of noise and gases such as
carbon monoxide, smoke, cooking fumes and
carbon dioxide are monitored in real time. System
advantage because the use of sensors cooperating
with the Internet can cause pollution, less complex
monitoring, less time- consuming and flexibility,
sensors also have a long life, are readily available,
less expensive, easy to handle and compact [24].
Kavitha.B.C and others proposed a design
that can be used to monitor a specific area and
measure air quality. Toxic gases, such as carbon
monoxide (CO), liquefied petroleum gas (LPG),
methane, butane, and air quality, and then
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obtaining sensor data collected and uploaded to
Google, making it easier to monitor from any part
of the world is based on IoT .The air quality can be
displayed on the lcd screen and the alarm can also
be triggered when the air quality drops to a certain
level.The practical circuit consists of: 3 main
sensors are MQ-6, MQ-7, MQ-135, DHT11
(temperature and humidity) sensor, Raspberry – pi,
lcd, IoT shield [25].
Pradeep D. Landge and R.R. Harne designed a
model that starts with sensors that can sense,
calculate , and connect data in the network. It
measures PM2.5, temperature, humidity, then the
monitored data was transmitted wirelessly through
Wi-Fi to the server. The workable circuit consisted
of sensors for carbon monoxide (CO), carbon
dioxide (CO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), methane
(CH4), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), ammonia (NH3),
and particulate matter (PM). ESP8266, AT
Command Library [26].
Harsh N. Shah and monitored air quality by
using IoT based monitoring. Disadvantages of
conventional monitoring: the tools are large, heavy,
and expensive. The block diagram is shown in
Figure (4) consists of:
1- Hardware: MQ135 gas sensor, Arduino Uno,
wi-fi module ESP8266
16x2 lcd, breadboard, 10K potentiometer, 220ohm resistor, buzzer
MQ 6 lpg, temperature LM35, humidity SYH5220 sensors
2- Arduino 1.6.13 Software and C Language.

Figure (4) Block diagram of the practical

circuit Advantages of the system:
- 1) Easy installation
2) Directly updates to the mobile.
3) Pollution control
4) Site remotely monitoring [27].
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Anindya Ananda Hapsari and others
analyzed and summarized articles about IAQ
using IoT obtained from three databases. The
system uses sensors protocols and IoT against the
IAQ. The MQ, DHT, SHT gas sensor is a kind of
cheap sensor that is often used and it can be an
option for the built-in IAQ monitoring system
[28].
Jia Uddin and others implemented a set of
Android and server applications and gas sensors
(CO2, CO, LPG, and CH4) to sense the air quality
in the environment and show the true condition of
the air. The proposed model of the system is shown
in Figure (5).

air using infrared radiation Wireless sensor node
development and deployment of wireless sensor
networks based on coverage area and scalability.
Hardware requirements
1. Arduino Yun suitable microcontroller
2. An array of sensors to read the gaseous
concentration in the environment.
3. Programming environment or IDE that would
be used
4. Box / housing for the whole system [30].
Cynthia, J and others suggested monitoring
air pollution levels from various pollutants
Pollution will be measured by selecting three
Geographic areas: resident, industrial area and
traffic areas, the measurement will be done by IoT
, and store the measurements in the cloud, then we
will analyze and measure the level of pollution in
any particular place using WSN they record the
measurements for five consecutive days and store
them in the cloud for use. The electric circuit as
shown in Figure (6) consisted of NOX sensor, CO
sensor, SO2 sensor, humidity sensor, heat sensor,
Raspberry PI, GPS. For NO2 authors submitted a
relationship between temperature and resistance as
in equation (1):
RT = Rb α exp(T)
...(1).
R: resistance,
T:
temperature
Rb: constant , α :Direct proportion
The relationship between humidity and
resistance is presented in equation (2):

Rair = cRtHd
Figure (5) proposed a model of the system
This device consists of the following components:
1.Raspberry Pi 3400
1. DHT 11 Temperature and Humidity sensor
2. MQ-2 Smoke / LPG / CO Gas Sensor
3. M135 Air quality sensor module
4. MQ-8 Hydrogen gas sensor module
5. Sound sensor module
6. TP4056 Charger Module
8. 3.7V 3800 mAh
9. Android charger
10. Potentiometer / Buck Booster
11. Wire
12. Breadboard
13. Push -buttons
14. LED [29].
Ashish Gupta and Rajesh Kumar made
research that develops a portable, low-cost , and
effective pollution monitoring device. MQ series
semiconductor sensors used. several traditional
emissions control methods adopted:
1. Estimating fossil fuels and accounting for the
consumption of raw materials

... (2)

Rt: room temperature, H: humidity
The data acquisition unit consists of hardware
sensors which together measure air quality index
(AQI) which is used to measure pollution levels in
ambient air and can be calculated as in equation (3)
as follows:
Index =[

Ihigh−Ilow

]∗

Hhigh−Hlow

H − Hlow + Ilow … . (3)

where:
Index= (Air Quality) index
H=pollutant cocentration
Hlow=concentration breakpoint that is ≤ H
Hhigh=concentration break point that is ≥ H
Ilow=index break point corresponding to
Hlow
Ihigh= index break point corresponding to Hhigh [31].

2. Measuring the flow of carbon dioxide in the
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sensors.

Figure (6) the electric circuit
Kinnera Bharath Kumar Sai and others talked
about air pollution from transportation , and
deforestation. The measurement will be performed
by using MQ sensors suitable for installation inside
or outside the building or home, where MQ135 is
used to detect ammonia, carbon dioxide, alcohol,
smoke, and MQ7 is used to detect carbon
monoxide. The practical circuit consists of
Arduino uno, ESP8266, LCD, DHT11 temperature
, and humidity sensor [32].
Vladimir Shakhov & Olga Sokolova
suggested a wireless network with mobile for
moving objects (vehicles), taking into account two
variables of road traffic, which are deterministic
and poison flow. One of the advantages of the
system is the use of WSN as it is characterized by
energy independence of the nodes, the ability to
make flexible changes in the network topology,
improved
spatial-temporal
details
of
measurements, lower operating costs, and also the
system's features that the movement of sensors can
lead to increased monitoring efficiency [33].
Zhiwen Hu and others designed a system
that offers the accuracy and real - time of energysaving on aerial and ground sensing system. The
system architecture consists of a sensor layer for
data collection, a transmission layer to enable twoway communications, a processing layer for data
analysis and manipulation, and a presentation layer
to provide a graphical interface to users. System
disadvantages: at the sensor layer, sensor and data
download are not expected continuously due to
limited battery capacity [34].
Vijayakumar Sajjan, Pramod Sharma
designed IoT-based air pollution monitoring
framework .The MQ series sensor is connected to
a Node MCU equipped with an ESP8266 WLAN
connector server to send the sensor to a coil and the
cloud. Previous works include:
1- Zigbee wireless air pollution monitoring
with low cost and energy - efficient
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2- Pollution control system using WSN
3- WSN based on air pollution monitoring
system in major cities [35]
Nael Abd Alfatah Husein and others
proposed a wireless device that has two significant
sides: energy , and cost, they designed a system for
data monitoring, and air pollution analysis in
indoor and outdoor environments. The advantages
of the proposed system are the low- cost, small
size, long coverage and real - time transmitting
[36].
Gupta, H and others suggested that pollution
can be monitored by determining the air quality
index (AQI), as the continuous check for remote air
pollution uses framework XBEE despite using
ZigBee and GPS framework based on WSN, but
XBEE is used to send data to the computer as the
system consists of a series of MQ sensors for
measuring gases, Node MCU, ESP8266 wlan for
cloud sending, GPS [37].
Aarathi Ramesh Muppalla and others
introduced an all-in-one solution for low-cost air
pollutant monitoring. Any IoT solution contains
three components:
1- Sensors: in this project LORAWAN
network was used, CO, CO2, PM2.5
sensors were used.
2- Network server: which is used to gather,
process and store data from sensors.
3- Web server: for this design NIGEX is an
open - source high - performance HTTP
server, Kibana dashboards are reverse
proxied through NIGEX server.
where the data is gathered from the CO, CO2,
PM2.5 sensors every five seconds and it is stored
in the Elasticsearch database [38].
Barot and others suggested an air quality
monitoring system that is based on IoT
technology.It is used to measure indoor , and
outdoor air pollutants ,the system will measure
PM10, PM2.5, carbon monoxide, temperature and
humidity ,it consisted of an air quality sensor node
controller connected to a public cloud medium
(MQTT) (Message Queue Telemetry Transport
protocol)ESP8266 is equipped with Wi-Fi to
smooth MQTT protocol ,system also contained
DHT22 sensor, electrochemical sensor ZE07-CO
for carbon monoxide SDS021 sensor unit for PM10
and PM2.5 readings .The system advantages are:
by using MQTT which is an ISO - based open
source messaging protocol file that works on the
TCP / IP network layer, it provided connections to
remote sites the system also reduced power
consumption by converting a smart sensor node
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into five different modes, the topology design is
shown in Figurer (7) [39].

Figure (7) topology design
Ajitesh Kumar and others developed a
portable air quality monitoring system that enabled
real-time data analysis. Three sensors are used :
MQ9 gas sensor which senses carbon monoxide,
MQ2 sensor which senses smoke , and PMS3003
G3 particle sensor for PM2.5 give readings to the
Node MCU as a processing unit and send this
detection data on the Internet, to store and restore
data via Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) over
the Internet. The circuit included :bread board ,
PMS3003G3 particle sensor, connecting wires,180
and 330-ohm resistor,MQ9,MQ2gas sensors,3.3 5v boost converter, analog multiplexer 4051,
OLED display, Battery Charger Board for Li-ion
battery Node MCU 1.0 ESP8266.
System advantages: It is portable, affordable, takes
less space, can be installed anywhere and provides
operational efficiency and flexibility than
traditional wired methods it also supports the
newest technologies like Node, Ruby, etc. [40].
Satyam Yadav and others designed a
system used gas sensors and is sensitive and fast to
detect toxic gases present in the surrounding areas
such as carbon dioxide, smoke, gasoline, NH3,
nitrogen oxides. Operation circuit: MQ6 LPG
sensor. The MQ135 dynamic gas sensor is used
which can sense NH3, NOx, gasoline, smoke , and
carbon dioxide. Arduino controller. Table (1)
shown below discusses the differences between
traditional and IoT-based methods of monitoring
air quality.

Table (1)
differences between traditional and IoTbased methods of monitoring air quality.

The disadvantages of traditional monitors: their
large size, heavyweight and high cost [41].
Ms. Monika Patil and others suggested a
solution for monitoring air and noise pollution
levels in an industry environment or by using an
embedded wireless computing system. This
model is adaptable and deployable to any
infrastructure environment. Practical circuit:
Arduino Nano, humidity, temperature and dust
levels sensors, Raspberry. Wi-Fi module and
temperature, humidity, gas and dust sensors are
connected with Arduino [42].
Vaibhav Dinkar Shinde proposed that we can
use IoT technology to obtain data from sensors for
toxic gases such as carbon dioxide and sulfur
dioxide to calculate pollution we use a sensor that
senses harmful gases and then a sensor generates
data and transmits this data to users, the practical
circuit lcd, MQ2 is an air sensor:
MQ135 gas sensor, Arduino Uno, Wi-Fi module
ESP8266, 16X2 lcd , breadboard, 10K
potentiometer, 1K ohm resistors, 220 ohm
resistor, buzzer [43].

Mehmet Taştan proposed the AAL
Ambient Assisted Living System for helping
the elderly and children especially to live
safely in their homes it gives real-time
monitoring of indoor air quality parameters
like CO2, CO, PM10, NO2, temperature , and
humidity through a mobile user interface
developed with the Blynk platform IoT. The
practical circuit consists of an ESP32 and a
set of air quality sensors. Detection unit
includes GP2Y1010AU, MH-Z14, MICS4514 and DHT22 sensors. Advantages are
low - cost, open - source technology, ease of
installation, portability , and easy
configuration.
System
disadvantages:
scalability, quality of services, security, and
privacy [44].
M. Babykala and others designed a project
the main objective of it is to control air pollution
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boards which is shown in Figure (10)[48].
by designing and implementing an air quality
monitoring (AQM) system to reduce air pollution.
Operation circuit: lcd display, temperature
humidity sensor, carbon monoxide sensor, low
concentration ozone sensor, grove particle sensor
[45].
Fig (10) Raspberry Pi board
3. Tools that are used in smart environment
monitoring system
Tools are divided into two parts:
A- Microcontrollers as follows: ArduinoUNO:
Arduino Uno as shown in Figure (8) is a

microcontroller board based on the
ATmega328P.It contains 14 digital
input/output pins 6 analogy inputs, a16 MHz
quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power
jack, an ICSP header , and a reset button
[46].

B- Sensors as follows:
1- Humidity and temperature sensor:
This sensor shown below in Figure (11) can be
easily interfaced with any microcontroller such
as Arduino, Raspberry Pi etc… to measure
humidity and temperature instantaneously [29].

Figure (11) Humidity and
temperature sensor
2- CO sensor
Carbon monoxide gas is a simple molecule:
one-part carbon and one-part oxygen. Carbon
monoxide is hard to detect without a sensor,
which is one of the reasons it’s so dangerous.
CO sensor is shown in Figure (12) [49].

Figure (8) ArduinoUNO

WIFI Module (ESP8266): The ESP8266 as shown in Figure (9) is a low-cost
Wi-Fi chip with TCP/IP stack and MCU capability.
It works on 3.3V and gives the system access to
Wi-Fi [47].

Figure (12) CO sensor
3- CO2 sensor:
A carbon dioxide (CO2) sensor shown in
Figure (13) below is a small instrument
that can detect and measure carbon
dioxide within the surrounding air [50].

Figure (9) WIFI Module (ESP8266)
Raspberry pi: The Raspberry Pi is a low-cost single-board
computer it is fully supported by Simulink; and
it can be programmed according to the design
paradigm, which means that anyone can design
and implement applications on Raspberry Pi
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Figure (13) CO2 sensor
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4- NOx sensor
It is typically a high- temperature device built
to discover nitrogen oxides. The term NOx
represents many forms of nitrogen oxides like
NO(nitric oxide), NO2 (nitrogen dioxide) and
N2O (nitrous oxide, or laughing gas).The
sensor is shown in Figure (14).[51]

performance and long life, simple drive circuit,
it is shown in Figure (17).[54]

Figure (17) MQ135 sensor

.

Figure (14) NOx sensor
5- Intensity Illumination sensor: is a digital
ambient light sensor is possible to detect a
wide range at high resolution. It is shown in
Figure. (15). [52]

Figure (15) Intensity Illumination sensor
6- SO2 sensor
SO2 in ambient air is monitored by several
methods and instruments such as UV or IR
spectroscopy and solid-state electrochemistry
techniques. SO2 sensor is shown in Figure
(16) below [53]

Figure (16) SO2 sensor
7- MQ135 sensor:
It has sensibility to NH3, NOx, alcohol,
Benzene, smoke, CO2 and some other gases.
Its output in form of voltage levels [46] has
many features such as High sensitivity, Fast
response,Wide detection range, Stable
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4.Conclusion:
IoT technology is used for air quality
monitoring issues, giving real - time data and fast
response.
These systems monitor the ambient air of the
environment using different tools, the most
common microcontroller used is an Arduino
microcontroller. The device collects the data of the
investigating site at every second and transmits
data via Wi-Fi and notify the organization about
whether air is good, poor or dangerous and notify
about the threshold level. This prototype can be
carried as a low cost mobile device that anyone can
use and it monitors the air quality around
themselves and gets assured whether they are
inhaling polluted or fresh air, and what they can
avoid ,not to contribute to polluting the air. IoT
based air pollution monitoring technology uses
sensors which are easily available and detects the
wide range of harmful gases like NO2,CO2,CO
etc. It gives fast response, real time data and is
having long lifetime. The most common sensor
used is CO 2 sensor.
5.Future Work:
The project can be improved by:
1- Using a solar cell instead of a battery. Current

estimates show that by the year 2025, the world is
likely to have roughly 75 billion devices connected
via the Internet of Things (IoT), most of that are
probably going to be located inside. Given the
eventual broad deployment of such devices,
supplying them with power by way of batteries or
connection to the grid will have to be replaced by
local energy sources that require little to no
maintenance. Because of artificial intelligence and
automated learning, the cell system is now capable
of tailoring computational workloads according to
the level of illumination, which allows it to reduce
energy consumption and battery waste
2- Using particle PHOTON instead of other

microcontrollers. PHOTON is a tiny Wi- Fi
IoT device for creating connected projects and
products for the Internet of Things. The board
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itself uses a Cypress Wi-Fi chip (one that can be
found in Nest Protect, LIFX, and Amazon Dash)
alongside a powerful STM32 ARM Cortex M3
microcontroller. It's like the Spark Core. Has many
benefits such as:
A complete edge-to-cloud platform for our
business
Bridge the gap between the physical and digital
world
A customize tracking system for our needs.
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الملخص
تقدم هذه الورقة موضوواا مختلفة حول مراقبة تلوث الهواء بنا ًء الى ( IoTإنترنت األشياء) .يصف الطرق المختلفة المستخدمة لرصد وقياس تلوث الهواء باستخدام
تقنيا مختلفة .ناقشووت بعا األوراق مراقبة تلوث الهواء باسووتخدام  PIC microcontroller ,Raspberry , ESP8266 , Arduino Unoسوويتم تقديم كل ذلك
لتحسوووير مراقبة الهواء بءفاءل ولتوضووويا األلوا المسوووتخدمة ية كل تقنية مال توضووويا اتقتييا بير تقنية وحقرم .يعد الحد مر تلوث الهواء ضوووروريًا للمسوووتقبل ,
وتسوتخدم المد ية جميال حنحاء العالم التءنولوجيا ومبالرا المد الذكية لمواجهة المشوءلة ألنها تعتبر اامل الخطر البيئة الرئيسوة الى صوحة اسنسوا  .يتسب تلوث
الهواء ية حمراض القل والسوووءتة الدما ية ومرض اتنسووودال الرئوم المرمر وسووور ا الرئة وحمراض الفها التنفسوووة السوووفلة الحالل .لذلك  ,مر المهم تقليل حركة
المرور واسنتاج مر المصانال لتقليل التلوث
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